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QUESTION 1

An administrator is implementing security by managing and working with the Cognos namespace. Which statement is
true? 

A. To gain access to IBM Cognos Analytics, users can log on to the Cognos namespace. 

B. Create domain users in the Cognos namespace to avoid cluttering the existing authentication provider. 

C. User-defined groups and roles must be created in a 3rd-party authentication provider and cannot be created in the
Cognos namespace. 

D. Although the use of the predefined and built-in groups and roles within the Cognos namespace is optional, the
Cognos namespace cannot be deleted. 

Correct Answer: D 

The Cognos namespace includes predefined objects to help you quickly set up initial security. 

You use the predefined objects and other features of the Cognos namespace for ongoing security 

management. 

You can create groups and roles in the Cognos namespace. 

Initial access permissions are applied to all predefined objects. You can modify the permissions from the 

object properties. 

References: https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/en/SSEP7J_11.0.0/ 

com.ibm.swg.ba.cognos.ag_manage.doc/c_ca_cognos_namespace.html 

 

QUESTION 2

After a user added numerous schedules, the Content Store database has been locked because some 

schedules contain invalid data. 

What can an administrator do, to prevent the system from being locked in the future? 

A. Restrict the ability to create schedules to the Administrator only. 

B. Select the delivery service inside IBM Cognos Configuration and set the schedule validation property to true. 

C. Make sure that every schedule created by a user will be verifies with the validation button inside the schedule mask. 

D. Go to the Dispatcher options, select Event Manager Service and set the advanced property
emf.schedule.validation.enabled to true. 

Correct Answer: B 

In IBM Cognos Analytics, when numerous schedules are added or updated, the content store database 
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can lock if the schedules contain invalid data. If you experience this problem, you can set an advanced 

property that validates schedule properties and disables invalid schedules. 

If the emf.schedule.validation.enabled property is set to true, schedule properties such as start date, end 

date, data types, and user account credentials are validated. Invalid schedules that are encountered are 

disabled, and details of the disabled schedules are logged in the log files. 

The default for this property is false. To enable schedule validation, set the property to true. 

References: https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/en/SSEP7J_11.0.0/ 

com.ibm.swg.ba.cognos.ug_cra.doc/t_ug_cra_validate_schedule_props_adding.html 

 

QUESTION 3

All users have unrestricted access in a secured environment. What must be modified to control this access? 

A. Delete the "All Authenticated Users" group. 

B. Disable anonymous access using IBM Cognos Configuration. 

C. Modify the advanced properties of the authorization namespace. 

D. Remove the "Everyone" group from the "System Administrators" role. 

Correct Answer: B 

You can disable the Anonymous user account by changing the configuration parameters in the configuration tool. This
entry represents a user account shared by members of the general public who can access IBM Cognos software without
being prompted for authentication. For example, this type of access is useful when distributing an online catalog.
Anonymous users can see only those entries for which access permissions are not set, or are set specifically for this
account or for the Everyone group. 

Incorrect Answers: 

A: The built-in entries include the Anonymous user account, the groups All Authenticated Users and Everyone, and the
role System Administrators. You cannot delete the built-in entries. They appear in both secured and non-secured
environments. 

References: IBM Cognos Administration Version 10.1.0, Administration and Security Guide, page 297 

 

QUESTION 4

An administrator sees that an environment has a long startup time and wants to remedy the issue. 

Which solution should be used? 

A. Set load balancing to cluster compatible. 

B. Check the Fast Startup option under IBM Cognos Configuration. 
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C. Increase the size of the JVM heap by selecting Large configuration. 

D. Reduce the size of the Content Store through archiving and removal. 

Correct Answer: A 

If your IBM Cognos servers operate within a load balancing infrastructure, you can turn off the weighted round robin
format of load balancing for the dispatcher. Otherwise, load balancing may be duplicated by the cluster and by IBM
Cognos software, which can degrade performance. You can set the dispatcher property named loadBalancingMode
either to weightedRoundRobin or clusterCompatible. References: IBM Cognos Administration Version 10.1.0,
Administration and Security Guide, page 163 

 

QUESTION 5

In a multi-server environment, an administrator wants to ensure that items in the Content Manager Cache 

service are re-validated every thirty seconds. 

Which option would accomplish this? 

A. Set the memory limit of the Content Manager Cache service to 30000. 

B. Set the DISP.contentManagerCacheService.accountInactivityTimer property to 30000. 

C. Set the DISP.contentManagerCacheService.cacheValidatorTimetoLive property to 30000. 

D. Set the DISP.contentManagerCacheService.cacheValidatorTimetoLinger property to 30000. 

Correct Answer: C 

ValidatorTimetoLive determines how long data objects remain in the cache. After the Validator timer expires objects are
considered Invalid and have to be fetched from Cm again. Value is in ms, and default is 900000. 

References: https://www.slideshare.net/barnaby1502/cognos-technical-super-session-2012, page 11 
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